Within-Session Savings in Visuomotor Adaptation Depends on Perturbation Magnitude
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Exp. 2 – Savings is the Result of Re-Aiming
Verbal Intervention
"The perturbation to
your cursor that was
just turned on will now
be off for the next two
trials. I want you to aim
directly for the target
and reach directly for
the target for the next
two movements."

Hand Angle– 2 Target Experiment
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Here we suggest a novel mechanism, proposing that savings reflects
the operation of an re-aiming strategy. This process is independently
learned through trial-and-error during initial training and can be recalled
upon subsequent re-exposure to a perturbation. Performance during
re-exposure is thus the sum of aiming with adaptation.

Savings Score

Second Rotation – 2 Targets

Under volitional control
Accessible to awareness
Action selection

Incremental
Driven by error history
Narrow generalization

Can be discrete/discontinuous
Driven by context
Broad Generalization

Zoomed graphic of first 35 trials of Rotation 2.
Savings: Rot2-Rot1 (first seven trials of both rotations)
Verbal Intervention: Pre-intervention (2 trials) – Intervention (2 trials)

Black line indicates ideal performance. Colored lines denote hand position
relative to target at peak speed. Shading is standard error. Verbal intervention
occurs between the 7th and 8th movement of the 2nd Rotation.
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Exp. 4 – Re-Aiming
Generalizes to a Novel
Rotation
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Hand angle for second
rotation. The 45° group
initially responds to the visual
error with an action that was
appropriate for first rotation,
even though this is completely
inappropriate for the
perturbation. Within two trials,
participants adjust their
aiming strategy and exceed
the performance of the 15°
group (inset bottom left).
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Second Rotation – 4 Targets

Hand Angle – 4 Target Experiment

Exp. 1 – Savings for
Large Rotations

First 4 Trials of Rotation - Individuals
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Generalization to a Novel
Visuomotor Rotation

Comparison of Adaptation and Aiming
Adaptation
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Visuomotor adaptation is thought to proceed through an incremental
error-based process. Models of adaptation that strictly adhere to such a
policy do not show savings upon relearning after returning to a baseline
state. Experiments in humans, however, do show evidence for savings
in visuomotor adaptation experiments. A variety of theoretical
explanations and modeling approaches have been employed to explain
savings, such as two processes that learn at different rates1, processes
that switch or sum internal models2,3, and independent processes
biasing movements through reinforcement4.
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Learning Rate
From Exponential Fits
Median best-fitting
rate parameters for
exponential functions.
The exponential
function was
bounded so that
initial positive values
would not increase
the rate.
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45°

Verbal intervention effect also observed with broad target spacing ( four
targets at 90° intervals), similar to 2-target spacing (60°, above).

15°

30°

Conclusions

Zoomed graphic of first 35 trials of Rotation 2.
Savings: Rot2-Rot1 (first 12 trials of both rotations)
Verbal Intervention: Pre-intervention (4 trials) – Intervention (4 trials)

Exp. 3 – Re-Aiming is Sensitive to Arbitrary Cues
45° Group

45°

60°
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Uncued
(null)

Trial Structure

Cued
(rotation)

Analysis consists of a comparison between Uncued
and preceding Cued trial during rotation blocks

During the initial instruction subjects are told, “occasionally
your cursor will turn a color, that means something weird will
happen on that trial, but you’re still trying to do the same
thing, hit the target with your cursor.”
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Endpoint hand angle for all experimental groups during the first 30 trials of the first and second rotations.
Note that scales are different for each graph, relative to the rotation size. Shading denotes standard error.

Savings is Limited
to Large Perturbations

15° Group

15°

Hand angle for 45° and 15° groups averaged over Uncued null (red) and
Cued rotation (blue) trials. Data are limited to the 10 null trials and the
immediately preceding Cued trials.

(Rot2-Rot1)/rotation
Difference score for initial learning in the first 10 trials of both
rotations, normalized by rotation magnitude and baseline adjusted.

Median learning rate for exponential functions fit to
all 80 trials for both the first and second rotation.

Hand angle for 45° (top) and 15° (bottom) groups. Uncued trials clearly
separate from cued trials in 45° rotation group, but not 15° group.
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Normalized difference scores (Rot2-Rot1/rotation) for initial
learning in the first three Cued and Uncued trials. Savings
was only observed for Cued trials with in 45° rotation group.

• The behavior we observe in visuomotor paradigms
can arise from two independent processes that
operate in parallel
• Error-based adaptation
• Aiming/Action Selection
• Small perturbations are primarily accommodated
through an error-based adaptation process
• Adaptation does not show savings-uponrelearning
• Re-aiming appears reflect action-selection
• It can be invoked independent of the immediate
error history
• Following exposure to a large rotation, participants
re-aim when encountering a second rotation
• Initial re-aiming indicates recall of a previous
successful plan (habit-based?)
• This plan can be rapidly modified when
inappropriate
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